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cd characteristics and ecological require-
rnents of the targeted species/communities if
they are to be successful in maintaining the
genctzc character and health of the resource.

~ Pllpcl4tiMI lpsnistics for coRservatlon

Fish culture, fisheries inanagement and the
conservation of aquatic resources should be
guided by four fundamental principles: 1!
fish species are typically composed of mul-
tiple, differentiated gene pools or stocks; 2!
native stocks are adapted to local environ-
mental conditions; 3! within- and among-
stock genetic diversity are the primary
sources for ecologi.cal adaptation and evolu-
tionary change; and 4! the overall long term
productivity of any fisheries resource is
maximized when the diversity and health of'
all component stocks are maintained.

Stocks can be defined as panmictic breeding
units  populstioiis! within a species that are
reproductively isolated to a significant de-
gree from other such units, While this con-
cept is perhaps most firinly established for
salmonid fishes, where it forms the basi s for
fisheries ntanagement activities and conser-
vation efforts Ricker 1972; Berst and Simon
1981; Nehlsen et al. 1991; Seeb et al. in
press!, it applies to other fish and shellfish
species as well.

As the nuinber of individuals in a population
decreases, the probability of that popula-
tion's extinction due to random genetic, en-
vironmental or demographic events in-
creases. With regard to genetic effects, it is
important to distinguish behveen short term
 fewer than two generations! medium-term
 three to ten generations!, and long term
 more than ten generations! effects  Mace
and Lande 1991!. There is general agree-
ment that, in the short term, an effective
population size  Ne! of at least 50 reproduc-

ing individuals per generation is adequate t0
avoid substantial reductions in fitness due to
inbreeding depression  Franklin 1980;
Frankel and Soule 1981; Nelson and Soule
1987! For medium- and long-term situ
ations, genetic drift is a inajor determinatit
of the genetic characteristics of populations,
Based on theoretical considerations, both
Franldin �980! and Lande and Barrtnv-
clough �987! have determined that dry
should have a negligible effect on the genetic
characteristics of populations provided that
Ne i s about 500 or more. The latter authors
also conclude that populations with an Ne of
at least 500 can maintain nearly as much
genetic variance in typical quantitative traits
as an infinitely large population,

Waples �990! has shown that the effective
population size per generation for Pacific
salmon is approximately equivalent to the
average number of breeders per year  Nb!
times the average generation length  age at
reproduction! for the poput ation. Thus, for
a chinook salmon population with an average
adult return age of four years, the Ne of the
population would be four times the harmonic
incan of the Nb values in four successive
years.

While a stock's genetic vulnerability is based
on Ne, this parameter is difficult or impossi ~
ble to estimate with confidence for most
natural populations  Hill 1981!. Population
biologists believe that the Ne of natural popu-
lations is almost always significantly sinaller
than the census size. Indeed, Nelson snd
Soule �987! and others have suggested that
Ne for salmonid fishes may be substantially
less than the census population size due to s
failure by some of the returning adults to
spawn successfully, skewed sex ratios and
variance in lifetime family size.
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Natural stocks should be managed to. a!
maintain adequate Ne to minimize inbreed-
ing, maintaiii within-stock variation and re-
tain the aricestral genetic character of the
stock   = minimize genetic drift!, b! rnain-
tain among-stock differences and overall di-
versity; and c! miniinize domestication selec-
ti on  reduction of fitness in the wild resulting
froin the different selection pressures im-
posed by the hatchery environment!. Be-
cause increased levels of gene flow will
decrease among-stock diFereiices, it is im-
portant to avoid stock transfers and practices
that increase straying rates between geneti-
cally distinct stocks.

Historical perspective

There are many anthropogenic factors that
have diminished and/or continue to threaten

the productivity and genetic integrity of
saliiion stocks in Washington. For example:

A lack of appreciation for, or disre-
gard of, the importance of maintain-
ing discrete, local stocks as a basis
for maximizing long term produc-
tivity,

The degradation or loss of large
amounts of the freshwater habitat

that originally supported salmon
production  due to hydroelectric de-
velopment, agriculture, forestry,
mining, urbanization, etc.!,

The belief that hatchery production
was an appropriate, cost effective
and sustainable means to cornpen-
sate for losses of natural production,

Ineffective hatchery operations
 oflen driven by questionable har-
vest management goals! such as: a!
the use of non-native or "hybrid-

ized" hatchery stocks throughout
large geographic areas as a means
of maximizing hatchery production
and flexibility while reducing costs,
b! reliance on timing of return
andlor spawning as the sole crite-
rion for maintaining stock separa-
tion at hatcheries where more than

one race of a given species  e.g.,
spring, sununer and fall-run chi-
nook! were propagated, and c! the
fact that many hatchery programs
provided a considerable opportunity
for straying of hatchery~igin 6sh
into natLiral spawning areas where
interbreeding and competition had
the potential to negatively impact
native wild stock s!,

Economic, social and legal pres-
sures to provide fishery harvest op-
portunities that encouraged a high
rate of exploitation and the prolif-
eration and expansion of hatchery
programs. The existence of nurner-
ous large hatchery programs and the
ability of many hatchery stocks to
withstand high exploitation rates
have contributed to the harvest of

wild stocks at rates that they cannot
support. This overharvest has un-
doubtedly led to the decline or
elimination of many native stocks,

The mixed-stock nature of virtually
all Pacific salmon fisheries makes

stock-specific harvest management
difficult or inipossible,

The fisheries themselves undoubt-

edly had, and continue to have a
pronounced selective effect
 size/age distribution, pattern of mi-
gration, timing of return, etc,! on



the genetics of many stocks  Ricker
1980a and b; Ricker and Wickett,
1980; Holtby et al, 1992!.

~ Washington State Department of
Fisheries Mission

The stimulus for genetic conservation meas-
ures within the Washington Department of
Fisheries  WDF! is derived from its legisla-
tive mandate, The Department is required
to "... preserve, protect, perpetuate and rnan-
age the food fish and shellfish in state waters
and offshore waters, The department shall
conserve the food fish and shellfish resources

in a manner that does not impair the re-
source..."  Revised Code of Washington
75.08.012!,

From this legislative mandate WDF derives
a custodial responsibility and commitment to
incorporate resource inanagement measures
that lead to long terin resource health and
productivity including, presumably, a dedi-
cation to conservation of genetic resources.
Although the intent for conservation of ge-
netic resources is broadly assumed within the
department, it is not directly stated in either
the legislative mandate or the more recent
Washington Department of Fisheries Mis-
sion Statement �987!. The mission state-
ment stipulates, in part, the following priori-
ties of service.

Preserve and protect fish resources,

Preserve and protect fish habitat,

Manage and allocate coinrnercial
and recreational harvest of food

fish,

Meet federal court obligatioris with
respect to Indian tribal rights,

Enforce fisheries laws and rules,

Improve the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of agency management,

Improve public understanding of
fish protection and rnanagernent.

Although explicit inention of genetic conser-
vation is absent from the mission statement,
the "preserve and protect" clauses seem to
give adequate lirense to policy makers to
embrace genetic conservation objectives. In
practice, WDF staff have found solid policy
support for hatchery genetic guidelines and
several genetically- based initiatives.

The initiative for a solid genetic conservation
foundation in resource inanagernent in the
Pacific Northwest is a recent development,
With continued technical and scientific matu-

ration of the topic, future iterations of depart-
rnent policy and mission statements will
likely contain specific statements of commit-
rnent to genetic conservation in the manage-
ment of all resources under its jurisdiction,

~ Ccwnanagernent of northwest
fishery resources

The need and desire to instill a genetic con-
servation preinise in the inanagement of
northwest resources extends well beyond
WDF. The resource is potentially imp~
both positively and negatively, by a host of
participating parties. Many fund or operate
salmonid and shellfish propagation facilities
and/or harvest the resource. Others partici-
pate in the planning and implementation of
harvest on a coast-wide basis. The entities

most firinly integrated into co-management
of northwest resources are the several Puget
Sound, coastal and Columbia River Indian
tribes, which share management responsi-
bilities with the state.
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The origiris of co-manageinent sprang from
well known federal court decisions  by
judges Be!loni and Boldt in the late '60s and
early '70s! that reaf5rmed the right of treaty
Indians to harvest up to 50'/o of the available
salmori and steelhead. Although not specifi-
cally described by the federal courts, this
concept evolved in response to the divisive
atmosphere surrounding northwest resource
management following the federal court de-
cisions The process has been socially and
techiiically challenging to aJI co-managers
involved. Co-management for development
andinitiation ofgeneticmanagernent policies
means that the WDF must engage in a multi-
lateral approach to, and regional perspective
an, resource management that includes a
solid foundation of genetic conservation in-
tent. It will not be enough for the department
to adopt genetic policy for which practice is
limited to the state agency alone. The full
support and participation of all co-managers
must be enlisted. With the added incentive

of recent Pacific salmon listings under the
Endangered Species Act  see below!, now is
the time for a major move forward in gene
conservation. policy throughout the region.

The Departments of Fisheries and Wildlife
and the treaty Indian co-managers have ulti-
tnate regulatory responsibility for resource
management throughout the state of Wash-
ington. Fisheries management in Washing-
ton, however, is very complex and involves
extensive interactions with numerous stake-

holders and concerned parties both within
Washington and beyond its borders. The
range and scale of associations represented
is broad, ranging from sinall volunteer
groups and educational programs in schools
to regional commissions and international
treaties such as the Pacific Salmon Treaty
between the United States and Canada.

The department plays a large role in the
management of salmon fisheries that occur
in the ocean, outside the three-mile state
regulatory zone. The ocean fisheries are
inanaged by the Pacific Fisheries Manage-
rnent Council representing ultimately the
U.S. Secretary of Commerce, Management
of ocean fisheries is critically important to
the State because many stocks of salmon are
impacted in major inixed-stock ocean fisher-
ies,

~ Endangered Species Aet
The Endangered Species Act  ESA!, enacted
by the U.S. Congress in 1973, is undoubt-
edly one of the most powerful pieces of
environmental legislation in the world, If a
species, or distinct population segment
thereof, is suf6ciently reduced in numbers
that extinction in its natural environment is

likely, it may be declared endangered. If it
is not sufFiciently imperiled to be declared
endangered, but is at risk of becoming en-
dangered, it may be declared threatened. Ln
either case, the federal goveriunent must
protect it and develop ineasures to improve
its situation, The act is controversial, criti-
cized by some for the drastic measures that
may be brought to bear to protect a species
without regard for economic consequences.
!t is also criticized by others  e,g,, Rohlf
1991! as being basically an emergency-room
measure that affords too little real environ-
mental protection. The one thing persons on
both sides of the environmental fence can

agree on is that management of resources
under ESA protection is bureaucratically
curnbersorne and extremely restrictive,

Only recently has the ESA been applied to
Pacific salmon, but three species in the Snake
River, all of which spend some of their lives
in Washington waters, have been listed. In



199l, Snake River sockeye were listed as
endangered, while Snake River spring/suin-
mer chinook, and Snake River fall chinook
were listed as threatened. Within the past six
months, several petitions to list additional
stocks of salmon and trout in the region have
been submitted, The two listings for Snake
River chinook salmon have had substantial
impacts on WDF hatchery operations and
could also have major effects on fisheries
regulated by the Department, but the major
impact of the KSA process has been to en-
large the scope of the department's stock
conservation activities, Perhaps the most
tangible indications of this impact are the
department's Wild Stock Restoration Initia-
tive and its Washington Salmon and Steel-
head Stock Inventory  see be! ow!.

The specialized life history characteristics of
Pacific salmon species complicated initial
applications of the ESA to this group of fish.
Specifically, the existence of a hierarchy of
increasingly subdivided groups, ranging
from species down to the level of spawning
aggregations at specific geographic loca-
tions, made it unclear at what level the ESA
should be applied. The National Marine
Fisheries Service  NMFS!, the federal
agency responsible for enforcing the provi-
sions of the ESA as they relate to anadro-
rnous fish stocks, has determined that to
qualify as "distinct population segments"
salmon stocks must be evolutionarily signifi-
cant units  Waples l99I!. Evolutionarily
significant units  "ESU"s! are defined as
reproductively isolated populations or popu-
lation groups that represent important evolu-
tionary components of the species.

Washington Department of Fisheries
Cuidelines and Policies

WDF's existing geneticallykased policies
and guidelines were developed in the early
1980s and persist with only minor revision.
Policy development was focused almost en-
tirely on the hatchery production of sal-
rnonids. Hatcheries and their operations are
more publicly visible than the social and
political nuances surrounding harvest regu-
lation or the oAen subtle impacts of habitat
improvement measures. 'The recognitirxi
and concern for genetic consequences of
hatchery operations has become an ex-
tremely high profile issue in both the state
and the region at this time, Furtherrnere, the
ability to successfully apply genetic m~
ment protocols may be much greater iri
hatcheries than in most other aspects of re-
source management because the fish are in a
controlled environment for an extended ~
riod of time and their reproduction can be
readily manipulated,

Prior to the emergence of the stock concept
 Ricker ]972!, most hatchery operators and
policy makers did not recognize the impor-
tance of maintaining within- and arnong-
stock genetic diversity. For example, tradi-
tional hatchery practices routinely included
massive transplants of salmon from one re-
gion of the state to another and even into and
ou t of the state. Even now, major regions of
the state and neighboring states continue to
be managed as a single mega-hatchery com-
plex to achieve fishery harvest benefits.
Thus, several of the hatcheries on the Co-
lurnbia River that raise "tules" gower Co-
lumbia River mai nstern and tributary spawn-
ing fall chinook salmon! freely exchange
eggs and fry each season to cover shortages
at some facilities with excesses from others.
This practice is generally associated with the
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overharvest of all but the most robust runs

so that maximum short term harvest benefits

can be obtained. An inevitable consequence
of this management approach is a loss of
among-stock diversity due to the elimination
of less-productive stocks and a continued
disruption of natural adaptive processes
within any one hatchery or tributary.

~ Matchesy genetics manual and guidelines
A growing recognition of the genetic risks
associated with some traditional hatchery
practices led the WDF Salmon Culture Divi-
sion to establish genetically-based hatchery
operation guidelines in the early 1980s,

A genetics primer to be used by WDF fish
culturists and biologists and to serve as a
basis for the subsequent development of di-
visional genetic guidelines was developed by
Hershberger and Iwamoto �981!. This
mantial was distributed to all hatcheries
within the WDF system and has since served
to guide hatchery operations,

The Salmon Culture Division subsequently
developed draft genetics policies designed to
guide li sh culturists and production planners
toward management decisions that retained
the existing within- and among-stock diver-
sity af salmonids under their care. These
documents did not lead to the estab! ishment

of formal departmental genetics policy, how-
ever, the drafts were adopted by the division
as operating guidelines and have been ad-
hered to since their development a decade
ago. In fact, although no formal policy was
developed, decision makers have upheld the
guidelines in the face of occasional chal-
lenges from interest groups outside the de-
partment.

~ Stock transfer guidelines

The first guideline document was simply a
list of all hatcheries operated by the Wash-
ington Department of Fisheries matched with
the various transfers of species and stocks
that would be allowed to or from those
hatcheries. These guidelines were designed
to stem any further reduction of among-stock
diversity, while recognizing that the status
quo fishing regimes of the tiine depended
upon some long-established stock transfers,
The Stock Transfer Guide!ines were written
with the following goals:

A desire to retain the remaining
genetic diversity represented in our
stocks  stocks being discrete breed-
ing units!,

A recognition that certai n continued
transfers of fish/eggs represent the
status quo,

An intent to establish hmits to trans-

fers within the status quo so no
expansion of transfers and resulting
loss of among-stock diversity would

An intent to establish a salmon cul-

ture position compatible with future
additional restrictions on stock

transfers to allow local adaptation
and an expanded array of stocks.

Since the guidelines were first written in
1982, they have become more restrictive.
Some hatcheries have, at times, been re-
quired to operate below scheduled produc-
tion so that the genetic conservation intent of
the guidelines was not compromised.
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~ Spkwnlng gil Idel ales

The second guideline document  Seidel
1983! provided protocols for broad collec-
tion and spawning that would reduce or
eliminate inadvertent directed selection and
assure a large effective population size, i.e.,
control the risk of loss of within-stock diver-
sity, The spawning guidelines provided a
synopsis of the Hershberger and Iwamoto
�981! manual and described the broad col-
lection and mating protocols for four general
cases oAen encountered in WDF's salmon
production hatcheries, These cases ranged
from severely depressed runs requiring ex-
treme approaches such as egg banks to robust
runs with escapement well above production
needs.

The spawning guidelines have not been com-
prehensively updated since they were first
written. They have, however, been re-
viewed both internally and by geneticists
from the public sector and there have been
case-by-case additions and modifications to
them, Although the guidelines have been
serviceable, an update and expansion is
needed to make them mare useful.

~ P4nned genetic policies of the Washing-
ton Department of t:irfrenes

1nterest in genetic aspects of salmon and
steelhead propagation and management has
increased tremendously over the past decade
 Hynes et al. 1981; Fraidenburg and Lincoln
l 985; Allendorf and Ryman 1987; Waples et
al, 1990; Simon 1991!. Perhaps the most
compelling stimulus has been provided by
the listing of several Snake River salmon
stocks as endangered or threatened. Resto-
ration efforts are heavily influenced by the
genetic status of these stocks and the relation-
ships between hatchery origin and naturally
spavvning stock components. Interest in ge-

netic impacts of hatchery populations on wild
stocks has also been amplified by the receirt
shift toward hatchery supplementation of
wild stocks as a restoration and augmentation
measure  Ryman 1991!.

The relatively recent recognition of the im-
portance of genetics and of the genetic integ-
rity of stocks has provided an oppc~ty for
policy development that did not exist a dec-
ade ago when the WDF Salmon Culture
spawning guidelines and stock transfer
guidelines were initially draAed, Taking ad-
vantage of this mornenturn, several depart-
rnent-level policy initiatives are currently
underway or on the horizon,

~ WDF genetics policy

The department's intent is to develop geneti-
cally  and ecologically! based policy that
covers the entire spectrum of resource man-
agement activities, including hatchery prac-
tices, habitat protection and rehabilitation
and harvest management. Progress has been
sporadic and it is expected that several years
might pass before a comprehensive suite of
policies is in place. Genetic aspects of over-
all policy wi11 be developed by starting with
the most readily accomplished tasks; in this
case revising the existing Salmon Culture
Division spawning guidelines and the stock
transfer guidelines. The ultimate goal is to
have the Department's genetrcs policy cov-
ering not only salmon, but also the shellfrrrh
and marine fish resources that are under our
stewardship. Regional co-managers are ex-
pected to contribute to the development af
the genetics policy and it is anticipated that
some or all of the major policy tenets will be
adopted and impl emented throughout the Pa-
cifi Northwest.
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~ WDF stock management policy
The development of new policies for sal-
monids is not limited to genetics policy
alone. The genetics policy is expected to be
a component of a larger stock management
policy. The Stock Management Policy will
also include sub-policies covering supple-
mentation, habitat, harvest, hatchery man-
agement and wild stock management. Sub-
stantial overlap is expected among these sub-
policies. The goal of the overall stock rnan-
agement policy is to manage stocks as an
integrated natural and hatchery resource to
maintain the genetic integrity and diversity
of stocks and the ecological balance of the
communities in which they occur, A secon-
dary goal is to increase fish production and
harvest opportunities wherever possible,

Wild Stock Restoration Initiative and
Salmon and Steelhead Stock lnvento

In recognition of the importance of the diver-
sity of fish stocks, the Washington Depart-
ment of Fisheries, the Washington Depart-
ment of Wildlife and Indian tribes froin
throughout the state have recently invento-
ried all naturally spawning stocks of salmon
and steelhead in the state. Additionally, the
co-managers are developing a program to
restore those stocks that have been deter-
mined to be at depressed or critical levels.
The species included in the inventory are:
chinook salmon  Oricorhynchus tshawyt-
sehe!, coho salmon  O. kisirrch!, churn
salmon  O. kr.'ta!, pink salmon  O. gor-
birschu!, sockeye salmon �, nerka! and
steel head  O. mykrss!.

The first steps in this endeavor, identifying
existing stocks and deterinining their status,
have been completed as the Salmon and
Steelhesd Stock Inventory  SASSI!  Wash-

ington Department of F isheries et al. 1993!,
The criterion for identifying a group of fish
as a discrete stock was distinctive attributes
in at least one of the following: a! location
of spawning, b! timing of adult return and/or
spawning, c! genetic or other biological
characteristics. A total of 435 discrete
stocks of salmon and steelhead spawning in
Washington waters are recognized in this
inventory: 108 chinook stocks, 90 coho
stocks, 72 chum stocks, 1$ pink stocks, 9
sockeye stocks and 141 steelhead stocks,
The second part of the inventory was to
determine the current status of each recog-
nized stock as healthy, depressed or critical,
based on current population sizes and/or
recent trends in population size. This step
led to the identification of 187 healthy stocks,
122 depressed stocks and 12 critical stocks
throughout the state. The status of 121
stocks could not be determined because of
inadequate data.

The participants in the salmon and steeilhead
inventory process recognize the inventory
must be a dynainic list that is responsive to
new information regarding stock distinctive-
ness  some stocks may be added and others
deleted! and stock status  as the numbers of
individuals in a stock change, the status of
that stock may change!. The inventory also
provides a basis for prioritizing subsequent
stock restoration activities.

While the salinon and steelhead inventory is
an important coinponent of the current Wild
Stock Restoration Initiative, it is only the
first step in the process. Three other key
aspects of the initiative have been identified:

Develop and impleinent specific
restoration plans to improve the
status of critical and depressed
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Genetic Risk Assessment and

Mana ement

f Cure t t.ocatton«of
in Washington ~te. 5 g~~ re s and selected rNer systems, hatcheries a«al «4ssas

stocks while maintaining the status
of currently healthy stocks,

Review existing salmon culture,
habitat and harvest management
policies and practices and modify
these or create new ones, as neces-
sary, to achieve the goals of the
i nitiative,

Design and conduct comprehensive
monitoring and evaluation pro-
grams that will assess the effective-
ness of the restoration efforts to
maintain the health and diversity of
salmon resources in the state

Table 1 lists the twelve critical stocks idea-
tified in the 1992 inventory process by rm
gion. Figure 1 indicates the basis for each
determination and summarizes the restora-
tion activities currently underway for each
stock.

In the last five years, the WDF ~csUni<
has become increasingly involved in the area
of genetic risk management, Most of' the
involvement has been planning and research
for genetic conservation in the
Yakirna/Klickitat Fishery Project  YKFj'!.
Through our experience with the YKFP, a
general conceptual frainework was devel-
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T~ 1 Sttmrnary of 1he 12 critical Washington stocks identified a ~ kc 1993 Salmon and
~ ~d Stodt inventory

Basis for Status Detertninatiorr Current Rostorrrtion Activitietr

<F ~ack s in chinook chronicall low lation size WOF hate

chronicall low lation size tribal hateSF NN,ksack in chinook
ttVhite River spring chinook WDF captim broodstock

rn k tribal hate
chronically low population size

chronicall low lation size WOF miti ation mBaker Lake sock
iong term negative trend in
numbers

Deer Creek summer steelhead

Hood Canal summer churn chronicall low ulation size c tive hate

Strait of uan de Fuca

Dungeness chinook

Disc Ba coho

chronically low population size cooperative captim broodstodt
ram

short term severe decline

Discove Ba chum

lower Dun eness ink

short term severe decline

chronicall low lation size

tlwha ink chronicall low lation size

Coitrnrbia River

Aiotin Creek in chinook chronicall low lation size

oped <or managing genetic risk in hatchery
projects  Fjg. 2!

~firm Genetics Pr ranor for Pacific Salmon

~ PLanning

an»ng for a hatchery project of any sort
Quid begin with an inventory of what ge-

"~«esources are present where the project
~ll ake place. The minimum required is a
~rtn«ation of how many stocks are pre-

~t This inventory can be accomplished by
~dttcting an electrophoretic survey, but
ideal!y 't should include demographic and
life h'e hIstory data as well. From this initial
deacritp~on of genetic resources, proposed
mana

Th
anagement actions can be developed.
~ actions should be based in part on

genetic operating guidelines, which mini-
rnally will include genetic hatchery guide-
lines, as well as genetic considerations of
harvest rates and habitat improvements. The
genetic hatchery guidelines should include
measures to reduce genetic risk throughout
the freshwater life history of the fish, from
the time of broodstock collection unti! smolt
release. The harvest and habitat guidelines
should include tneasttres to avoid genetically
selective fisheries and habitat conditions that
alter selective pressures on specific life his-
tory stages or traits.

pnce management actions have been pro-
posed, an initial quttlitative genetic risk as-
sessment can be used to evaluate their poten-
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The initial qualitative risk assessment will
likely result in some refinement of the pr~
posed actions in order to reduce risk Once
the proposed actions are refined, 8jlietic
objectives should be developed. This is an
important step and probably the most prob-
lematic element of the entire framework.

is here that theoretical generalities about
genetic risk need to be translated into metus-
urable responses that can be detected by 8
monitoring program. Although the gesieral
intent may be to miniinize risk, this iritcmt
must be translated into quantified, detect-
able, acceptable iinpact levels, Ideally, ge-
netic objectives will be set for each tylse of'
risk for all stocks affected directly or indi-
recdy by the management actions,

Management of Genetic Risk

� -/Genetic Inventory'

Prooosed
~ Menegemem

Actions

I Genetic '
OperetionaI!
, Guioelines ~--

L

Proces
s

eve
Risk

ment
4T.

+Geoebc OOIecti veep .

Otien
I

Genekc '
Monitonng
Pl og rem~

Figure Z. Gthetic risk artsessrrserlt and rlsan-
agement model developed for fMe m Yakima/
Klicgtat fisheries Project Piwnary linlgages 4
the feedhadt loop are indicated with ~

tial genetic consequences. Busack �990!
grouped genetic risks into four categories: 1!
extinction; 2! loss of within-population vari-
ability  typically caused by low efFective
number!; 3! loss of among-population vari-
ability  caused by interbreeding of distinct
stocks!; and 4! domestication selection  loss
of fitness in the wild due to the difFerent
selection pressures imposed by the hatchery
environment!, Although there are many
cases in which a particular genetic problem
may be hard to classify, this categorization
hss received wide acceptance because it
matches actions with their likely genetic iin-
p acts.

Although risk categorization has helped clar-
ify discussion of risk, quantification of risk
on aaything more than a relative scale re-
rnains elusive. There is a serious gsp be-
tween theory and practice with regard to the
ability to predict impacts quantitatively. For
example, decreasing a population from 500
efFective breeders to 400 will reduce the
amount of additive genetic variation the

population can maintain  Lande and BarTow'-
clough 1987!; but the tangible consequcacesi
of this in terms of short term  and long terist!
stock performance are unknown

All acti vities mentioned so far cart be coaad-
ered part of the plafming phase of profect
inanagement, but there may be no clear
endpoint to them. A genetic inventory may
end up being more complex than expected
An unexpected stock may be found, or more
detail on recogmzed stocks may be desired.
both of which will prolong the research. As
new information from the genetic inve~p
becomes available, genetic risk sugsessmeext
needs to be updated, which may cause man-
agement aclions to be further refitted, arid ao
on. Genetic risk assessment needs to ba
viewed as an ongoing audit of management
actions. At some point, a more detailed artsd
quantitative risk assessment needs to bc ~
veloped. Whereas the qualitative assessmemt
may have dealt with many aspects of risk sss
general terms, the quantitative documestt
needs to critique the project much mora
carefully,
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~ Imp4vnentat ion

Once the project is underway, management
actions will be guided by the genetic operat-
ing guidelines, genetic objectives, ongoing
risk assessment and a feedback loop  dashed
arrows in Fig. 2! comparing responses with
acceptable genetic iinpacts. Without this
feedback loop, there is no real management
of genetic risk. The loop has two compo-
rients. The first is the genetic inorutoring
program, which must be capable of deter-
mining with acceptable experimental power
what level of genetic impact has occurred.
Time frame is a vital concern here. A re-

sponse may be readily measurable, but in-
herent variability in estimating the response
may make the results unusable until several
years of data are available, The second
component of the loop is the process by
which project managers assimilate the infor-
mation from the monitoring program and
take the indicated corrective action. Without

a commitment by managers to such "adap-
tive" management, monitoring becomes just
an inforination gathering exercise and risk is
not managed

Although developing and diagramming a
conceptual framework is relatively straight-
forward, the real management of genetic risk
is not First, although only a few feedback
connections are shown in Figure 2, in actu-
ality, almost every component in the process
feeds back into everything else. Operating
guidelines, for example, inay have to be
designed with particular project constraints
and management intents in mind. A second,
and more serious problem, already men-
tioned, is lack of knowledge relating per-
ceived risk to actual impact. Although not
explicitly included in the risk-management
diagram, research on genetic impacts, espe-
ciaHy in the areas of outbreeding depression

and domestication selection is badly needed
for accurate quantification and management
of genetic risk.

~ Yakima/Klickitat Fishavica Psotect

This risk-management model is a product of
the Washington Department of Fisheries
Genetics Unit's lead role in ~c conser-
vation planning for the Yakima/Kiickitat
Fishery Project  YKFP!. The project is a
cooperative elort involving the Washington
Department of Fisheries, Washington De-
partrnent of Wildlife and the Yakima Indian
Nation. It is an atteinpt to increase salmon
and steelhead production through hatchery
based supplementation in two large river
basins in the state  Fig. I!, while at the same
time preserving the genetir, integrity of the
salmonid stocks present. Unlike tradi6onal
hatchery methods that are aiined simply at
producing more harvestable fish, the intent
of supplementation is to maintain or increase
natural production. It is hoped that supple-
mentation will play a large role in increasing
saJ monid production throughout the Colum-
bia basin, but at this point it is unproven and
largely untested.

Genetic concerns play an unprecedented role
in YKFP. No other regional hatchery pro-
ject, currently operational or planned, has
dealt with genetics in such detail. The pro-
ject includes several measures for reducing
genetic risk including inventory of genetic
resources, formal genetic risk assessment,
creatitli and implementation of both genetic
hatchery gtudelines and a genetic monitoring
plan and a canmitment to adaptive manage-
ment. The WDF Genetics Unit is responsi-
ble for all genetic inventory work, and is
collaborating with a team af academic ge-
neticists to develop draft risk assessment,
monitoring, and hatchery guidelines.
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Salmon culturists have had inputtothis proc-
ess and will be involved in the review of the

draA guidelines to insure that the final guide-
lines have broad regional applicability.
Considerable progress has been inade in the
following areas:

Genetic Inventory: Since 1989,
spring chinook, fall chincek and
summer steelhead populations in the
Yakima Basin have been analyzed
using protein electrophoresis. The
goal of this activity was twofold: a!
determine how inany distinct stocks
of each exist, and b! characterize
each stock for future genetic moni-
toring in terms of allele frequency
proxies, and to the extent possible,
effective population sizes,

Genetic Risk Assessment: An in-

itial genetic risk assessment for the
project was produced in 1990
 Buuck 199G!. It was the first docu-
ment of its kind in the region. The
risk assessment was basically an
introduction to genetic risk and a
brief qualitative description of the
risks posed by hatchery operations
in general and by specific elements
of the YKFP. The major contribu-
tion of the document to regional
genetic conservation elforts was its
definition and description of four
types of genetic risk. A draft ver-
sion of a quantitative assessment
 Currens 1993! was completed in
March 1993. The new document
links genetic risk assessment to
other types ofbiological risk assess-
ment, clarifies terminology and is a
vast improvement in quantification
of risk,

Genetic Hatchery Guidehnes; A
draft version  Kapuscinski and
Miller 1993! was completed in
March 1993. This is a very com-
prehensive document, dealing with
all aspects of hatchery operations
from broodstock collection to re-
lease of juveniles

Genetic Monitoring Plan: A dry
version is due to be completed in
1993. The intent is to have this
docuinent be a monitoring manual
� a comprehensive treatment of the
methods avail able to detect genetic
impacts, Statistical power of the
various inethods will be determined
and described in detail, as this is a
major issue in any kind of monitor-
ing.

Genetically-Based Fisheries
Mana ernent

Mixed-stock 6aheries

Nearly all fisheries for Pacific salmon har-
vest mixtures of stocks, This is a conse-

quence of the highly subdivided population
structure of these species, their anadromous
life history and the location of fisheries in
non-terminal areas where stocks interrnin-

gle, Fisheries at or near the spa~ing
grounds are economically undesirable du» to
the progressive decline in flesh quality as k.e
fish approach spawning and are dilicislt to
institute because of the highly exploited na-
ture of the resource and the resulting ~pe-
tition for harvest opportunities.

The management of mixed-stack fislieries
preserits significant challenges to consi~nng
these species. An individual fishery usasally
impacts a dynamic mixture of stocks, each
with its own inherent productivity. The situ-
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ation is made more dif5cult by the presence
of numerous hatchery stocks. Because
hatchery stocks can generally support higher
harvest levels than their wild counterparts,
there is strong economic pressure to exploit
them at s maximum rate, Indeed, the de-
mand far harvest opportunities is often in
direct coidlict with the stated i ntent of WDF
harvest management policy to manage fish-
eries in such a way that weak stocks  i,e,,
those that cannot withstand high harvest
rates! are protected from overharvest.

Identifying the different stocks and stock
groups that are harvested in mixed-stock
fisheries and esti inati ng their contributions to
catches are critical needs for optimizing
these fisheries, This is to ensure their long
tenn stability and the survival of the compo-

D L U C S
Qock group contribartion esti-

~ ssates 41 LsL! for the three ssiccemive weeks
M 1987 fishery.

nent stocks that support them. While there
are many approaches to identifying the
stocks in such mixtures, one of the most
powerful and oost effective methods is ge-
netic stock identification  GSI!  e.g.,
Beacham et al. 1985a, b; Mdner et al. 1985;
Utter et sl. 1987; Shaldee et al, 1990b; Utter
and Ryman ]993!. This approach utilizes
the naturally occurring genetic differences
 detectable using electrophoresis! that distin-
guish many stocks, and sophisticated statis-
tical procedures  Fournier et al. 1984; Millar
1987! to estiinate stock and stock group
contributions based on the analysis of one or
more samples from a fishery.
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isltes g 1 ~! for the %rial fishery harvest ai
1ggy, 1~ as+I 1992.


